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BASIC DETAILS 

Built:      c1525 

Listed:      Grade II 

Bequeathed to the Landmark Trust by Mrs Edward Honess (Ursula 

Webb), March, 1995 

Repaired:       Autumn, 1995 - Summer, 1997 

First let as a Landmark:    August, 1997 

Architects:       Peregrine Bryant and David Hopps  

Quantity Surveyor:    Bare Leaning & Bare 

Contractors:    Colnet of Riverhead 

Decorator:     Nigel Bill 

Plumbers:     Tony Page and David Burnett 

Carpenter:     Stan Brown 

Electricians:    Geoff and Kent Harrison 

Foreman:     Alan Colnet 

Floor tiler:     George Smith 

Blacksmith:    Trevor Hinckley 

Wall painting conservation: Tom Organ 

 

2021-2 RE-ROOFING  

Architect:     Nicola Westbury  

Contractors:  Clarke Roofing Southern Ltd, notably 
roofers Karl Strudwick and Daniel 
Sweet; also joiners Robin and Luke 
Watts, a father & son team.  

 
Structural Engineer:   Justin McAteer  
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Summary 
 
East Grinstead was laid out as a borough in the early part of the 13th century with its 
wide High Street used as a market place. It was flanked by 48 plots and each plot, 
known as a burgage, had a house on it with a piece of town land or ‘portland’ running 
behind it, the main purpose of which was to provide food for the occupants - 
agriculture in an urban setting. At just over 40 feet Sackville House’s plot is wider than 
the norm (33 feet) for the town and unusually long at 630 feet. Its position nearly 
opposite the church was clearly an important one. 
 
The ownership of a burgage conferred certain rights and privileges. For example, an 
owner could trade at the markets and fairs held in the market place outside their houses 
before non-burgage holders - thereby ‘forestalling’ them. The right to vote for a member 
of Parliament also depended on showing title to a burgage and so acquiring them 
became a way of exerting power and influence. It was in the 17th century that the 
Sackville family from nearby Knole started to actively acquire burgages and it is from 
this connection that the house got its name, although it doesn’t appear to have been 
known as Sackville House until the late 19th century. It is the same Sackville family 
that has given its name to the almshouses, Sackville College, lying nearly opposite 
Sackville House.  
 
The house was built around 1525 as a four bay continuous jetty house with the original 
wagon way giving access to the rear. Behind the house, and detached from it for 
reasons of fire safety, was probably a two bay kitchen, of which part of the last bay 
overlooking the garden still survives. As a continuous jetty house, the ground floor 
would never have been open to the roof, and it probably consisted of a two bay hall 
with the buttery and pantry service rooms off one end. There is no evidence of how the 
hall was heated, as the brick chimney stack is a later addition of 1574, the date proudly 
carved into fireplace lintel in the middle bedroom.  
 
During repair works to Sackville House, the removal of tongue and groove boarding in a 
small washroom of the eastern bedroom, revealed extensive remains of a brocade 
pattern wall painting, painted in a red ochre onto the plaster panels of the stud work 
wall. Its position in such a small confined space is highly unusual, and it is clear that it 
must once have formed part of a much larger scheme for the bedroom. There are some 
slight remains of painted decorative patterns on a beam at the east end of the sitting 
room, and these, together with those visible in the bedroom, are also likely to be part of 
the improvements to the house towards the end of the 16th century. 
 
Around this time, the detached kitchen range was connected to the main house and 
corridors where formed behind the chimney providing privacy to the bedrooms. Such 
changes necessitated the provision of a new staircase at the back of the front range. In 
a further raising of living standards, the open kitchen fire was replaced with a large 
inglenook hearth. The roof was raised, as it was again in about 1700 when the dormers 
were probably added. The roof is covered or ‘healed’ in the wonderfully thick Horsham 
stone tiles that are such a joy of this region. The front door would have been in the 
centre of the present sitting room wall. The final alterations, basically a rearrangement 
of rooms, and the insertion of hearths on the upper floors, and the reconstruction of the 
front wall of the ground floor hall house, date from the late 19th century.  
The Repair and Restoration of Sackville House 
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In 1919, Sackville House was acquired by Geoffrey and Joan Webb from her father, 
Frederick Hanbury, who was Vice-Chairman of the pharmaceutical company, Allen and 
Hanbury. They found the house in a serious state of decay, with parts of the walls 
covered in dilapidated weatherboarding, and with trees allowed to grow right up against 
the house. They carried out a full restoration and laid out the garden.   
 
Geoffrey Webb was a well-known stained-glass artist and he worked from a studio at 
the top of the house. The two roundels in the chapel were made by him. He came from 
an artistic family; his uncle, Aston Webb had a series of commissions of national 
importance - Admiralty Arch, and works to the Victoria & Albert Museum and 
Buckingham Palace. It was Geoffrey’s daughter, Ursula, who with very great 
generosity, bequeathed Sackville House to the Landmark Trust at her death in 1995. 
She had worked tirelessly to defend the remaining portlands of East Grinstead from 
development, no doubt strengthened by her childhood memories of being able to ride 
from the garden right into Ashdown Forest without having to cross any roads. 
 
We appointed Peregrine Bryant as our architect in 1995, and apart from building a new 
staircase running up from the back hall, it was felt relatively little intervention was 
needed. We changed the position of the existing bathroom and added two more. We 
also felt that the view from the back of the house was so wonderful that the end room, 
until then a service room, should be the kitchen. This end room and the one above it 
were extended by some three feet towards the garden when the Webbs moved in, and 
the windows that they put in were originally much higher to prevent the servants from 
being distracted from their work. We lowered them by the same amount again. 
 
The bottom of the new staircase is in what was the former kitchen. To improve its 
appearance and headroom, we removed a steel beam from the ceiling, which is now 
held up through the new bathroom partition. The old flooring was replaced with hand-
made tiles. In the front of the house, we made the cloakroom into one room, and in the 
corner of the sitting room where the family chapel is, we blocked up a doorway into the 
hall. The design of most of the curtains in the house is based on the wall painting 
discovered in the bedroom lobby. Outside we painted the walls with limewash and 
rationalised the rainwater goods. The yard has been repaved in brick and York stone, 
and the original stone wheel tracks, said to stem from the use of the house by a coffin 
maker, were revealed when the modern paving was taken up. 
 
It was Ursula Webb’s brother, Father Benedict, who first wrote to the Landmark Trust 
saying that ‘nothing would give our family more happiness than to know that the future 
of Sackville House is assured as a residence and with its beautiful garden intact.’ We 
were delighted that he was the first person to stay here after our restoration, to see 
that his family and sister’s wishes will be respected.  
 
2022 update: by 2020, the Horsham stone roof required comprehensive repair. A major 
campaign of repairs followed, as it became clear that the timber frame also needed 
extensive repair. Now the house is back to looking much as it always has, but once 
more in full good heart. 
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Introduction 

Sackville House was first brought to our attention in a letter from Father Benedict 

Webb in January, 1991. His parents, Mr and Mrs Geoffrey Webb, had acquired 

and saved this 16th-century timber-framed house in 1919 and at the time of his 

letter, it was lived in by his sister, Ursula Honess. She married late in life, in 

1982, and her husband, Edward, died in 1992. Having no heirs, Mrs Honess was 

unsure how to protect her home; she had worked tirelessly with the East 

Grinstead Society to defend the remaining portlands - the long strips of land 

behind each house in the original borough - and wanted to be sure that her home 

would not, like so many of its neighbours, be turned over to commercial use, or 

have its garden sold for development. Mrs Honess died on 12th March, 1995 and 

with very great generosity bequeathed Sackville House to the Landmark Trust. 

 

East Grinstead was laid out as a borough in the early part of the 13th century. 

Each burgage plot had a house on it and a piece of town land or portland, running 

behind it. The present house is not the first on the site for it was built in the first 

half of the 16th century but has been little changed since. The history of its past 

owners, tenants and occupiers is complicated by the fact that the house is part 

of a terrace and there was no numbering system until the last century. At the 

beginning of the 19th century it was owned by John Frederick, 4th Duke of 

Dorset and at that stage seems to have been lived in by a series of surgeons, one 

of whom, Dr P. Wallis, ‘began his career as a doctor in East Grinstead in 1877, 

lodging in a damp room in company with swarms of lice over the gateway of the 

now lovely Sackville House.’ The name Sackville House was probably given to 

the building between 1877 and 1885. 

 

When the Webbs came to live here, the house was in a state of serious decay. 

They were responsible for the restoration of the house and the layout of the 

garden. Geoffrey Webb himself was a well-known stained-glass artist, working 

from a studio at the top of the house. His commissions included work at 

Ampleforth Abbey, the St. Faith Chapel at Tewkesbury Abbey, and the Lady 
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Chapel in Llandaff Cathedral. After his daughter, Ursula, so generously left us 

Sackville House, we appointed Peregrine Bryant as our architect. We have built a 

staircase running up from the back hall and provided sufficient bathrooms for 

eight people but other than little work was needed. The house was furnished in 

July  and the first visitors arrived in August, 1997. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Ground plans in c1525 and c1600 
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Sackville House – an Account of the Building 

Site:  Sackville House occupies a burgage plot on the south side of the High 

Street, the former market place. Nearly opposite the church, its position was 

clearly an important one, reflected in the style of the building. The plot at 40' 10’ 

is rather wider than the standard burgage plot, usually 2 rods (33' 0’) in East 

Grinstead. 

 

General description:  It is a four bay continuous jetty house with the original 

waggon way giving access to the rear. It was built in the first quarter of the 16th 

century, perhaps about 1525 and probably had a detached kitchen behind, of 

which one, end jettied, bay remains. Part of the rear range may be contemporary 

with the c1525 date as the end bay furthest from the road (H) has features 

which would be quite compatible with this or an earlier date. An extension of the 

wall plate well into the adjoining bay (G) shows that it was once a larger building; 

the most likely explanation is that it formed part of a detached kitchen. This 

adjacent bay (now gone) would have been an open hall for cooking. 

 

The original building on the street front remains basically intact, apart from the 

fact that the roof has been raised and reconstructed. The internal layout has 

however, been changed quite considerably. The ground floor was never open to 

the roof. The rooms there probably consisted of a two bay hall (C & D)  with 

service rooms consisting of the buttery and pantry for wet and dry goods 

respectively at B. Evidence of the service doors remains near the chimney. 

Access to the first floor was likely to have been from what is now a store room 

in the SW corner. The first floor with sleeping accommodation open to the roof 

was probably similarly divided, although the evidence is thin. There is no evidence 

as to how the hall was heated but possibly there was an external timber framed 

chimney on the rear wall.  
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Later in the century, the house was altered when the kitchen range was 

connected to the main house, the brick chimney inserted into the present sitting 

room and a corridor formed on both floors behind the stack, and the roof raised. 

On the first floor, the room layout was revised to provide a corridor and thus 

privacy in each bedroom. The cellar must date from this period since the 

foundations of the chimney form part of its walls. Such changes necessitated the 

provision of a new staircase which was achieved by extending the rear block 

(presumably the kitchen) to the back of the front range. The changes to the rear 

range, with a large inglenook hearth replacing the open kitchen fire marked a big 

change in the standard of living for the owners.  It is tempting to date all this to 

1574, the date carved on a fireplace lintol in the middle bedroom on the front 

range. Such a date would be consistent with the style of the stair balusters and 

the capping to the attic stair newel. The stairs and other features which give the 

house its internal character largely date from this period.  

 

The building must have been reroofed at this time but 1574 is too early a date for 

the present butt purlin roof and particularly the scantling, neither of which would 

be expected until well into the 17th century if not later. Therefore it appears that 

the house has been reroofed twice, once in say 1574 and again in about 1700. 

The fact that the roof tie beams project above the attic floor may support this 

idea. The final alterations, basically a rearrangement of rooms and the insertion of 

hearths on the upper floors, and the reconstruction of the front wall of the ground 

floor hall, date from the late 19th century. 

 

Layout:  The building consists of two ranges at right angles to one another. The 

front range lying right on the street is the most important and of a single build. 

The rear range is of several builds probably originating as a detached kitchen but 

connected to the main range at an early date. The front range is of four bays, 

two storeyed with an attic. At the west end is a waggon way with a two rooms 

above and and a further two rooms in the attic; both floors above the waggon 

way are set about 1' 6’ above the adjoining floors. The ground floor now mainly 
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consists of a single room occupying most of the three bays but with a small cloak 

room in one corner. Access to the first floor is by a staircase in the rear range. 

The central and eastern bedrooms seem at one time to have been one with signs 

that the partition near the chimney was added possibly in the 19th century when 

the shallow fireplaces were inserted. The attic is approached by a stair which 

incorporates a moulded newel cap. It comprises one large room with two smaller 

ones above the waggon way, lit by dormers on the street side apparently 

contemporary with the roof of c1700.  

 

The rear range of three bays is two storied with a short connecting bay 

containing the staircase. There is no attic. The range is built on land sloping fairly 

steeply away from the road so that the floor level at the furthest point is some 3' 

below the front range. The end bay was extended by some 3' at the beginning of 

this century, replicating an original end jetty which can however, be recognised 

from the side framing. Each bay is occupied by a separate room, none of which 

are particularly distinguished. They probably served in earlier times as kitchens 

and service rooms. 

 

Windows and doors: There are no windows contemporary with the original 

building, although the framing in some places suggests their former location. 

They were likely to have been wind-eyes: the early form of window, which was 

unglazed. The windows to the front upper elevation, though much restored, relate 

to late 16th or 17th- century alterations. 

 

No original external doors exist although the position of the original one to the 

rear was doubtless situated at the foot of the stairs. Lack of framing mortices in 

this position tends to confirm this. The front door on the street would have been 

opposite, lying nearly in the centre of the present sitting room wall. In R.T. 

Mason's East Grinstead, Notes on its Architecture, published in Sussex 

Archaeological Collections, Vol. LXXX, 1939, he writes, 
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In restorations of the year 1919 a partition was pulled down near the west 
end (of the present sitting room) which contained two shaped pieces of oak 
lying loosely within the wall. These have been refixed near the fire-place in 
what was originally the hall, and are perhaps doorheads from the hall (west) 
screens. 

 

These potential doorheads may be seen either side of the fireplace and the one to 

the right of the fireplace near the door, may have been reset in its original 

position opening into what was then a service room. In the beam, there is 

evidence of another door opening next to it which would have opened into the 

other service room.  

 

Wall framing:  That to the front elevation has been virtually rebuilt. However, that 

to the rear of the front range remains and is of large panels with big arch braces. 

The extreme bay to the rear range retains is original framing of large panels with 

big foot braces. Most of the rest of the framing to this range appears to have 

been rebuilt. 

 

Roof:  The roof to the front range is a staggered butt purlin and butt rafter roof, 

and is clearly not the original one. Peg holes in the tie beams above the waggon 

way indicate that the original roof was of crownpost construction.There is similar 

evidence of crown post construction on the tie beams to the extreme bay of the 

rear range. The roof to this range has also been rebuilt with side purlin and queen 

strut construction. It appears that the roof to the rear range has been partially 

rebuilt several times. The roofs are covered or ‘healed’ in thick Horsham stone 

tiles. 

 

Mouldings and decoration:  There are no mouldings, apart from minor chamfers, 

which appear to relate to the original structure. However, the inserted longitudinal 

girders over the main room upstairs have 4’ wide chamfers with interesting stops 

(illustrated by Mason in Sussex Collections, Vol. 80). The sitting room fire place 

has some moulded ‘Jacobean’ panelling above and its stone lintol has a four 

centre arch with recessed spandrels. On the first floor, the hearth in the centre 
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bedroom has a timber lintel with an ogee carved soffit and is inscribed with the 

date 1574.  

 

Wall paintings:  There are some slight remains of painted decorative patterns on a 

beam at the east end of the sitting room. These and those visible in the eastern 

bedroom on the first floor date from about 1574 or a little later. 

 

This account of the building has been adapted from: Sackville House, High Street, 

East Grinstead - Its building history, 3rd December 1992, by P. J. Gray. 
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Sackville House as it might have appeared c1525. 
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Two old postcards of the High Street. 
Note how in 1904 the timber studwork had been plastered over. 
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Sackville House in 1930 (RCHME) 
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Repair and Restoration of Sackville House 
 

Since 1919, Sackville House had been the much loved and cared for home of the 

Webb family. When we were left the house in 1995, our job was to retain the 

exceptional character and spiritual atmosphere of the house whilst making it 

suitable for eight people to stay in, comfortably and conveniently, on holiday. So 

often when beginning work at a new Landmark, it is the bathrooms and kitchen 

which need rethinking and here it was the case. It was clear that we needed 

more than one bathroom and we decided to change the position of the existing 

one and provide two new ones. We also felt that the view from the back of the 

house was so wonderful that the end room, until then a service room, should be 

the kitchen. From the new back hall in the former kitchen, we built a staircase 

giving access to the back wing. We kept the dining room in its original place.  

 

Even though he had stood down from running Landmark in 1990, the views of 

Landmark’s founder, Sir John Smith, still held sway and informed the approach at 

Sackvilel House. He visited in August 1995, after which he  wrote, 

‘The house needs simplifying. People have come to accept as typical, indeed 
to like, nooks and crannies in medieval houses;  but in fact such houses, 
when first built, were orderly and straightforward. At Sackville House, I 
think that three things would greatly help: 
- Studying all the odd steps, and easing or eliminating them where possible.  
- Whitening some of the internal timbers. 
- Hiding  all pipes and wires.’ 

 
The timbers inside were the cause of much discussion and debate. All were 

examined and divided into three categories: 

- those which should show, and be left unpainted.  
- those which should show, and  which should be painted. 
- those which should be concealed. 

 
After long deliberation, it was decided to leave exposed the main structural  

elements and paint out secondary timbers. 
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The rear in 1930 (RCHME) 
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Work began in the Autumn of 1995. At the time, the roof needed no major work 

and only one slope on the back wing was renewed. The second floor had housed 

Geoffrey Webb's stained glass studio which had remained largely untouched 

since his death. Fortunately, the nephew of one of the beneficiaries had recently 

become interested in stained glass and was glad to receive all the contents, 

including the cartoons, of the studio. We renewed the plaster under the windows 

and removed the passage way at the top of the stairs, showing to better effect 

the fine 16th-century newel. Above the waggon way we divided the space into 

two rooms, providing a new bathroom, behind which is the house-keeper's store 

room. 

 

On the first floor, above the waggon way was Mrs Honess's bedroom. Her bed 

was between the fireplace with the Dutch tiles and the window from where she 

enjoyed fine views of the countryside which she fought so hard to preserve. We 

divided this room into a bathroom on the street side with a single bedroom 

behind, keeping the bed in the same position.  From the new bathroom, we 

reopened the door to the central bedroom. On the soffit of the attic stairs, we 

discovered some paint work which perhaps was part of the scheme found in the 

closet of the bedroom next door. It seems likely that these two rooms were at 

one time a single space, with the partition and the hearths added later. In the far 

bedroom, the joists already had been painted out and we removed a basin from 

the painted closet. 

 

In the cloakroom by the main staircase, we raised the floor to eliminate a step. 

Upstairs, in the back wing, the single room had been used as a bathroom but we 

placed the boiler in the cupboard there and made a new bathroom in the room 

beyond, which was divided in two. Originally, we planned to put the bathroom at 

right angles to the rooms either side, opposite the staircase but the local authority 

preferred the present solution, which has the advantage that the end truss may 

be seen properly. In the end bedroom we made a window seat, set into a deep 

recess.  
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On the ground floor, at the bottom of the small staircase is the back hall in the 

former kitchen. To improve its appearance and headroom, we removed a steel 

beam from the ceiling, which is now held up through the new bathroom partition.  

 

We replaced the old flooring with hand-made tiles. The present kitchen, with its 

original floor, used to be a scullery cum garden storage room with windows half 

their present height. This room and the one above were extended some three feet 

towards the garden when the Webbs moved in. Such high windows were put in 

to prevent the servants from being distracted from their work.  

 

In the dining room the fireback was left in the house when we acquired it and the 

spit holders were repaired and refixed. Through into the front part of the house, 

the downstairs cloakroom was made into one room. In the corner of the sitting 

room was the chapel and we blocked up the doorway from here into the hall.  

After a great deal of thought, we have decided to leave the panelling as we found 

it, and not to paint it. Although the room is somewhat dark, the atmosphere 

created by the polished oak panelling seemed appropriate.  

 

Outside we have painted the walls not on the street with lime wash. We have 

removed a forest of gutters and rain water pipes and carried out mortar and tile 

repairs above dining room windows. The yard was covered with imitation flags 

which we removed, relaying the area in brick and York stone. The original stone 

wheel tracks were revealed when the modern paving was taken up and they have 

been repaired. The design of most of the curtains in the house is based on the 

wall painting discovered in the bedroom lobby. 
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The rear wing. The ground floor is now the kitchen with taller 
windows fitted (RCHME) 
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Three views of Sackville House 
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The old staircase looking through to the dining room 
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The old staircase looking through to the dining room 

The sitting room as it was when the house came to Landmark.  

The chapel area off the sitting room. 
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Geoffrey Webb’s studio and looking through into the old 
kitchen which is now the back hall. 
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The ‘second parlour’ now the double bedroom overlooking the garden. 
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Ursula Honess’s bedroom over the archway. 

This bathroom ‘pod’ was removed from the 
what is now a single bedroom. 
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Geoffrey Webb’s studio. 
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Note the change in the chimney and dormers 
since 1930. Below: the peep hole added by 

Geoffrey Webb.   
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The Wall Paintings 

 

During the works carried out at Sackville House, the removal of tongue and 

groove boarding in the small washroom of Bedroom 2, revealed extensive remains 

of late 16th-century or early 17th-century brocade pattern, painted in red onto 

the plaster panels of the stud-work wall. The painted decoration, although very 

dirty and powdery in places, has generally survived in good condition. The 

painting was executed using bold brushstrokes in a strong red colour, probably a 

red ochre, on a white limewash ground. 

 

Traces of an interlacing vine scroll or brocade pattern exist on the beam at the 

east end of the principal ground floor room, formerly the hall, now the sitting 

room. Painted in black on an off-white ground, the decoration is the only known 

survival of late 16th/early 17th-century decoration in this part of the house. The 

remaining beams and panelled walls in this room are either later replacements or 

have been scraped down. 

 

The wall painting in the first floor bedroom decorates a small area of stud wall in 

an area previously used as a private washroom. Consisting of a red brocade 

pattern, its position in such a small confined space is highly unusual and it is clear 

that it must once have formed part of a much larger scheme for the bedroom. 

 

There is evidence to indicate that the washroom area once formed the entrance 

into the bedroom from the corridor. The outer (corridor) face of the wall consists 

of two flush plastered panels either side of a blocked doorway, with a smaller 

plaster panel over the door head. The corridor walls are thought to have been 

inserted at the end of the 16th century as part of a general remodelling of the 

house. 
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The red brocade pattern of the wall painting in the 
 first floor bedroom. 
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The doorway measures approximately 5' 6’ x 2' 6’ with the vertical elements of 

the frame chamfered and ending with simple step stops 8’ from the floor. The 

inner edge of the lower wall plate is likewise chamfered and step-stopped to form 

a simply decorated doorstep. The main studs measure an average 4½’ wide x 

3½’ deep. The plaster on the corridor side (the present plaster is modern) was 

executed flush to the surface of the studs. The laths were attached to 

intermediate studs and their ends fixed to crude securing batons nailed to the 

inner edges of main studs. The batons are clearly visible on the reverse (painted) 

side of the wall. 

 

The laths were plastered on the reverse (i.e. within the room) using a very hair 

rich lime plaster. The plaster continues up and across the ceiling onto the upper 

part of the east wall opposite (forming the plaster infill over the beam). The 

remaining walls of the bedroom appear to have been replastered in recent times. 

 

At some date the door was blocked in and a new entrance made into the 

bedroom through the adjacent wall to the left. The blocking was executed with  

split laths fixed to a central stud and covered with a mud/straw (cob) plaster. At 

a later date the corridor face of this infill was replastered using a sandy pink-

coloured mortar (probably containing gypsum). This appears to have forced the 

mud/straw plaster off in areas (traces of mud can be found on the lath under the 

later plaster). 

 

Discovered behind tongue and groove boarding, possibly applied c1919 or earlier, 

the painted decoration consists of late 16th/early 17th-century brocade patterns 

in red filling the plastered panels between the walls studs. The painting appears 

to have been executed in a secco technique (i.e. with the addition of a binding 

medium) on a white limewash ground with the brocade and scroll designs painted 

to fill the variously sized plaster panels exactly. The painting does not extend 

onto the adjacent timberwork and the overall effect of leaving the studs and 

batons visible is rather crude. 
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There are numerous remnants of early wallpapers on the face of the studs. A 

piece of wooden board in the upper left corner indicates that the plastered and 

painted panels were boarded over between the studs prior to redecoration with 

wallpaper. 

 

(The above has been taken from a report for the Landmark Trust by Tom Organ 

of The Wallpaintings Workshop, who carried out the conservation of the 

paintings.) 
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Past Occupants of Sackville House 

 

The layout of the borough of Grinstead was probably planned in the early 13th 

century as a wide street to be used as a marketplace. It was flanked by 48 

burgage plots, on one of which is situated Sackville House. A borough is normally 

a town with a corporation and privileges - mostly commercial - conferred by a 

charter, and one that sends members to Parliament. In fact, East Grinstead never 

had a corporation and as no charter has been found, it is a borough by 

prescription. A borough was a place of local importance but chiefly it represented 

trade. The lowest common denominator of early boroughs was the possession of 

burgage tenure. This type of landownership was the basis of the economic 

fortunes of the vast majority of English medieval towns. 

 

A burgage is the entire plot of land held by burgage tenure, which might  contain 

a house, a couple of cottages, a barn and other buildings. In East Grinstead this 

plot of land upon which the burgage house stood is known as a portland or town 

land and its purpose was to provide food for the occupants - agriculture in an 

urban setting. Medieval burgage plots commonly took on a characteristic shape 

which was long and narrow with one end abutting on the marketplace or another 

principal street in the borough. By grouping the burgages together, a compact 

borough plan was formed, especially useful when there were no town walls or 

other defences. 

 

A burgage holder was a burgess, citizen or townsman who held his land or 

tenement direct from the king or other lord for a certain yearly rent. The early 

burgage holders held commercial privileges at the markets and fairs which took 

place outside their houses by which they could trade before the non-burgage 

holders, thereby forestalling them. The burgesses also held full municipal rights 

and were responsible for the borough's administration. The Borough of East 

Grinstead was probably laid out by Gilbert de Aquila, (Gilbert de Laigle) Lord of 

the Honour of Pevensey some time before 1224. From about 1269 until 1607 it  
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was owned either by the Crown directly or by the Duchy of Lancaster, for whom 

its chief purpose was as a source of revenue. About 1280 and thereafter, the 

annual rent for a burgage was 3d  paid to the owner of the borough. 

 

By 1295 East Grinstead was taxed as a borough and it was taxation that formed 

the bridge between the early boroughs and Parliament. The origin of the House of 

Commons lay in the belief that there should be no taxation without 

representation: the Crown had to consult the people before taxing them. The 

Commons arrived in Parliament during the 13th century and the people's first 

representatives were two knights from each shire but by 1265 they were joined 

by two citizens from each city and two burgesses from each borough. East 

Grinstead sent its first members to Parliament in 1299. Although the 

arrangements in each borough were different, generally each burgess had two 

votes for the return of their two representatives and the right to vote depended 

on showing burgage title. Burgages were easily bought and sold which made 

them attractive propositions to the unscrupulous vote hunters in later centuries. 

 

In his Topography of East Grinstead Borough, in the Sussex Archaelogical 

Collections 106, (1968), P.D.Wood examines the borough in 1564 when a 

Survey of Crown properties was carried out by the Queen's surveyor on 9th 

August. According to Mr Wood's map derived from the Survey, Andrew Ledger 

lived on the site of Sackville House (see A reconstruction of the borough in 1564 

with map and list of burgage tenements). However, its subsequent descent 

traced in court books at the East Sussex Record Office, implies that Sir Richard 

Sackville was a more likely owner. This would accord with the name given to the 

house in the 19th century.  
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Only about 14 of the burgages in the 1560s were not occupied by the owners. 

Sir Richard Sackville, whose son Thomas came into the possession of Knole in 

1603, owned three burgages, evidence of the Sackville family beginning to 

acquire property and influence in East Grinstead, which itself was a prosperous 

market town. It was probably still the case that the burgage holders were entitled 

to two votes at elections at this time but from about 1640, the number of 

burgages was increased to 50. By 1832 and the parliamentary Reform Act, the 

number of burgages had decreased to 36 following their acquisition by the 

Sackvilles.  

 

If the date 1574 on the fireplace upstairs is the correct one for the rebuilding of 

Sackville House, then the building Andrew Ledger lived in was clearly an earlier 

one. By the time of the Survey, many burgage houses had lost their portlands, 

which makes the survival of ours in the 1990s all the more remarkable. No 

houses from the earliest years of the borough exist although part of Amherst 

House, next door, may be dated to the first quarter of the 14th century. This 

implies that the street frontages had probably been built by then. Much rebuilding 

in the borough took place when Sackville House was altered and improved in the 

late 16th century. About 1645 a mercer, John Allen, lived in this house but he 

had died by 1666. 

 

By 1785 the Rev. Stileman Bostock is paying Land Tax at Sackville House. Aged 

25, he married Catherine Bethune in 1780, the same year that he became curate 

at East Grinstead. He ended his curacy in 1789 and became vicar two years later. 

An undated map of East Grinstead by William Figg shows Thomas Fulcher as the 

occupier of Sackville House, but we know from the Church rate book of 1790 

that John Collins was living at the house by then. If Mr Bostock moved out when 

his curacy ended in 1789 and no earlier, then the map could possibly be dated to 

1789/1790. 
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In tracing the history of Sackville House, The Dorset Settlement Act of 1827 is  

helpful. (Thomas Sackville became Earl Dorset in 1604 and the 7th Earl was 

created 1st Duke of Dorset in 1720.)  This was  

An Act for vesting certain real estates late of the most noble John Frederick 
Duke of Dorset deceased situate in the borough town of East Grinstead in 
the county of Sussex in trustees upon trust to sell the same and lay out the 
money thence arising in the purchase of other estates to be settled to the 
same uses as the estates so sold. 

 

John Frederick, the 3rd Duke, had died in 1799 and it was decided to sell certain 

of his properties which were not creating much income. Many of these were in 

East Grinstead and one of them was Sackville House, described in 1827 as a:   

Messuage, burgage and portland with outbuildings, yards, gardens, 
orchards, lands and hereditaments formerly Rev. S. Bostock, late Thomas 
Fulcher, now John Collins annual rent £20. 
 

The fact that the Figg map describes Fulcher as an occupier, that Bostock was 

paying land tax in 1785, and that John Collins was living in the house in 1790 

implies that the names appearing in the Settlement description were lease-holder 

occupiers rather than trustees acting for the Dorset estate.  

 

The Church rate book of 1790 reveals that John Collins, the attorney and the 

Bailiff of the Borough in 1794, was living in the house in 1790. The census of 

1811 shows another John Collins, a surgeon and probably his son, living here 

with four males and three females. He died in 1834 aged 57 and he was the 

father of Miles Bailey Collins who appears in the census of 1841 and in the Tithe 

Aportionment of the same year. In the next census of 1851, Miles Collins, aged 

39, also a surgeon but with no practice, lived in the house with his widowed 

mother, Ann, as well as a housemaid, Amelia Penticost. By the late 1850s Miles 

Collins was active as a surgeon and he died in 1863 aged 57. 

 

From at least 1790 until about 1861 Sackville House seems to have been lived in 

by three generations of the Collins family: an attorney and two surgeons. The 

1861 census shows William Payne, a master bootmaker, with his wife, four 
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children and one grandchild living at Sackville House. Edward Lynn, a builder, 

seems to have moved in soon afterwards as his nameboard appears in a 

photograph attributed to 1864. It appears that he took in  a lodger, as Mrs 

Dempster's contribution to Reminiscences of East Grinstead, published in 1973, 

tell us that  

My father, Dr. P. E. Wallis, began his career as a doctor in East Grinstead in 
1877, lodging in a damp room in company with swarms of lice over the 
gateway of the lovely now Sackville House. 

 

But it cannot have been too uncomfortable because Mr Wallis was still there in 

1886 whilst Mr Lynn's widow lived on in the house until the 1890s. Edward 

Lynn was also a carpenter and undertaker and Mr Paul Dobson, one of the Mrs 

Honess's Trustees, said that he had always understood that the ruts in the paving 

of the waggonway were made by the hearses. In 1899 another surgeon, Charles 

Edwards was living there according to Kelly's Directory and from 1903 until 1905 

it listed William Young under gentry but by 1907 only Mrs Young appears. From 

1910 until 1913, A.W. Sturgeon, a committee member of the East Grinstead 

branch of the National Farmers' Union, lived at Sackville House. From 1915 no 

one lived there and it was in a deplorable state when Mr and Mrs Geoffrey Webb 

acquired it in 1919. 

 

It seems that Sackville House acquired its present name sometime in the last 

century. After the 1827 Vestment Act, the trustees do not seem to have sold the 

Dorset properties but rather to have continued to manage them as trustees. 

However the final portion of the family property was sold on 8th June, 1882. 

Another property in the High Street was purchased in 1877 when Dorset property 

in the town was sold. If this property was strictly Dorset property as in the 1827 

Act then 1877 might be the date that Sackville House was also sold and possibly 

named Sackville House. It is so-called in passing in an account of a Sussex 

Archaeological Society visit in October, 1885. By then the house had clearly 

acquired an antiquarian interest. Therefore the sale and present naming of 

Sackville House might be placed between the period of 1877 to 1885.  
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East Grinstead – an Early Borough 
 

‘Green stede’ means a pasture clearing and the original green stead was cleared 

within the Weald, or as the Romano-British called it, the Silva Anderida, the 

Forest of the great fort of Pevensey. In her poem The Land, written while she 

was in Ispahan in 1926, Vita Sackville West, describes the remoteness of the 

ancient Weald: 

For this was Sylva  Anderida.  
Here Stretched Andredsweald, and joined the wood of Blean, 
Forest and warren, cropped by herds of deer, 
And droves of swine that stirred the oak-trees' mast; 
So wild a tract, so darkly green, 
No stranger might forsake the trodden way 
Or venture through the trees towards the dene, 
But on his horn must blow a warning blast; 

 

The Weald dominated the northern part of the Rape of Pevensey. Domesday 

Sussex in 1086 was divided into five portions or Rapes: Hastings, Lewes, 

Pevensey, Steyning/Bramber, and Chichester. These units of local government 

were used for military purposes and they probably originated under the Saxon 

Kings: a rap is a measuring rope in saxon and reaps, a space. Each rape was in 

the hands of a single tenant-in-chief and contained a town or borough of 

maritime, military or commercial importance. This system, inherited by William 

the Conqueror, ensured him a safe passage from the Channel to his capital in 

London. In 1086 the Rape of Pevensey was held by the Count of Mortain. 

 

The Domesday entry for East Grinstead Hundred does not refer to a town but a 

priest is mentioned and in about 1091 the gift of a church is recorded. At this 

stage, therefore there was probably the church and little else at the junction of 

the  London to Lewes road and the road to Turner's Hill running along the 

ridgeway. This sideroad was the preferred location when the Borough was laid 

out sometime before 1224 probably by Gilbert de Aquila of Pevensey, no doubt 

because the main road slopes quite steeply and the flatter ground on what is now 

the High Street was more attractive. 
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The regularity of the layout and the obvious diversion of the main road to the 

west at Judges Terrace strongly suggests that the borough was planned on a 

virgin site. From 1269 until 1607, when it was acquired by the Sackville family, 

East Grinstead belonged either to the Crown or the Duchy of Lancaster. The 

owners of the burgage houses therefore paid their annual rent directly to the 

Crown or the Duchy. 

 

The first stall market probably took place opposite the south door of the church 

until Middle Row grew up here between 1394 and 1435 when the fairs and 

markets were moved to the western part of the High Street, possibly making the 

eastern part where Sackville House stands rather more salubrious. The small 

group of buildings east of the churchyard next to Sackville College was known as 

the Manor of Rowses and was always outside the Borough. In the late 16th 

century, when Sackville House was rebuilt, many of the first burgage houses 

were altered and improved. Floors were inserted (although not at Sackville House 

which is a continuous jettied house and was rebuilt), along with staircases and 

chimneys, and many were enlarged. 

 

Over the years, the Sackville family had been acquiring burgages in the borough 

of East Grinstead. In 1607 they acquired the borough of East Grinstead. For 

nearly three centuries they dominated the affairs of the town, especially through 

parliamentary elections because the system of burgage tenure and the right to 

vote was particularly susceptible to manipulation through acquisition of burgages. 

Thomas Sackville, a cousin of Elizabeth I on the Boleyn side, and a poet and 

playwright at court, was created Lord Buckhurst in 1567 and became the 1st Earl 

of Dorset in 1604, the year after he took possession of Knole. Sackville College is 

the family’s most important memorial in East Grinstead. 

 

Lying nearly opposite Sackville House, it is a remarkable survival, still fulfilling its 

original role as an almshouse. It was founded by the 2nd Earl of Dorset who died 

in 1609, the year after his father, but was not built until 1619 by Richard, the 
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3rd Earl. It is some measure of the town's importance that, despite the nearness 

of Knole, when the College was built, the Sackvilles had some rooms built there 

for themselves. At this stage East Grinstead could regarded as the second county 

town; the Assizes were held here or in Horsham in the winter when the weather 

was too bad to get to Lewes. It was a flourishing market town at the centre of a 

large agricultural and ironworking district. 

 

The Sackville family is commemorated not only by the College but by Sackville 

House itself which, it seems was at one time owned by the Dukes of Dorset; by 

the Dorset Arms; and also by Amherst House next door. The 4th Duke's sister 

Mary, married secondly William Pitt (not be confused with the Prime Minister), 

1st Earl Amherst, d.1857. The road leading north from the High Street is named 

after her eldest son, George, Viscount Cantelupe, the name of a  town not far 

from Rome. 

 

The church, a fine landmark, was struck by lightning in 1684 when it caught fire 

and the whole town was threatened. Luckily the wind changed direction and the 

danger was averted. In 1785 the tower collapsed again due to its poor 

construction a century earlier. In 1789 rebuilding began but funds ran out and an 

Act of Parliament was obtained authorising trustees to raise the necessary 

monies. The architect of the present Gothic building was James Wyatt, and the 

tower was designed by J.T. Groves in 1811 and carried out by William Inwood 

and his son Henry. 

 

The young Princess Victoria passed through East Grinstead with her mother when 

her horses were changed at the Dorset Arms and she was ‘loudly cheered by a 

great gathering of inhabitants.’ The East Grinstead coaching business was 

operated by the Batchelor family by 1753. They lived at the Dorset Arms and 

ensured that the journey to Brighton took two days so their customers spent the 

night at the inn, paying coaching fees and lodging bills. The route from London to 

Lewes and Brighton passed through Croydon, Godstone Green, East Grinstead, 
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Uckfield and Lewes. An inn has been on the site of the Dorset Arms, at the end 

of the row from Sackville House, from the 16th century. At various times it has 

been called the Ounce, a heraldic name for the snow leopard, supporter of the 

Sackville coat of arms, the Cat (or leopard), and the Ounce and Ivy Bush. (The 

bush indicates that it was a tavern  - i.e. licensed to sell wine.) 

 

Until the advent of the railway, affairs in East Grinstead flowed smoothly but not 

too fast. Due to relative lack of prosperity in the 19th century, most of the old 

timber-framed houses have been left at a time when so many houses were torn 

down elsewhere.  Happily for the old borough, the railway station was located 

well to the north so that this area has not been spoilt by Victorian development. 

With the present popularity of East Grinstead as a place to live and indeed to 

commute from, pressures from developers are ever-present. Mrs Honess was a 

doughty fighter against such forces and it was her particular wish that her house 

and garden should always be used as a home. The Landmark use ensures that 

this will be the case and the plot laid out before 1224 will remain intact and 

unspoilt for posterity. 
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Sackville College 
 

The most distinguished building in East Grinstead is Sackville College which was 

founded by Robert, 2nd Earl of Dorset, in 1608 and built by his son, Richard. The 

2nd Earl's will reveals that he had long wished to build ‘an Hospital or College 

towards the relief of one and thirty single and unmarried persons, thereof one and 

twenty to be men and the other ten to be women, there to live, to pray, serve, 

honour, and praise Almighty God.’ His executors were to buy a ‘fit place’ in East 

Grinstead ‘to thereupon erect and build a convenient house, of brick and stone,’ 

and ‘that it should be called Sackville College for the poor.’  

 

They chose an admirable site, just outside the ancient borough boundary, on a 

slight incline from the High Street. It is believed that many of the building 

materials came from Buckhurst, the Sackvilles' house at Withyham, much of 

which was being dismantled at the time in favour of their house at Knole. The 

earliest date recorded for the College is 1619 which is on the knocker that used 

to adorn the great door. There were the usual rules governing such institutions: 

fines for disorderly behaviour, no illicit guests, no absence of over twelve hours, 

and no gambling other than at Christmas when the inhabitants were allowed to 

play games in the public, but not the private, rooms. In 1631 the rules concerning 

the use of  tobacco were laid down with the utmost severity: 

If either the Warden or any brother or sister do take any tobacco in the 
house, or keep any in the said College or Hospitall, they shall forfeit five 
shillings ... for that same is offensive to many, procureth much drinking 
and other conveniences most meet to be forborn by all and used by 
none.  

The huge fine relects the enormity of the crime. 

John Julius Norwich in his Architecture of Southern England describes it thus: 

Behind the long, low stone frontage with its three widely separated 
gables and tall chimneys lies a beautiful, square, near-symmetrical 
quadrangle like that of an Oxford or Cambridge college, around which 
are the almshouses, still used for their original purpose. The actual 
private accommodation is not shown to the public ... but the Hall is 
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worth a visit (especially for the sake of the screen at its west end) and 
so, in its Victorian way, is the Chapel, now largely the work of William 
Butterfield in 1850. (His work was commissioned by the Warden of the 
time, J.M. Neale, who wrote Good King Wenceslas.)  The two styles 
blend more harmoniously than might have been expected. 

 

The chapel has some stained glass from Munich and the Hall has a fine 

hammerbeam roof. 

 

In 1632, soon after the College first opened its doors to the deserving poor, we 

read that the brethren were ‘ready to perish for want of bread’, due to the 

financial affairs of the College being much mishandled. The Founder's son had 

sold many of the Sackville estates and the purchasers disclaimed all knowledge of 

the additional rent charges on their land which formed the only income of the 

College. Eventually the numerous law-suits were resolved in 1700. 

 

On 25th February, 1851 there was a riot at the College due to dissatisfaction 

with the way that burial services were being conducted there. When one of the 

female inmates, named Aichin, died, the relatives got hold of her corpse and 

carried out the funeral to their own wishes. That evening windows were smashed 

and there was general unrest outside the College. The main protagonists were 

sent to the Assizes at Lewes and subsequently they apologised for their unruly 

conduct. Since then, the affairs of Sackville College have run smoothly and today 

it is still used as an almshouse of rather special character. 
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Geoffrey and Joan Webb 
 
The Webb and Hanbury Families 

In December, 1919 Mr and Mrs Webb moved into Sackville House. During the 

First World War the house had been uninhabited and by February, 1919 it was 

ruinous. The present kitchen wall, facing the garden was covered with dilapidated 

weatherboarding and trees had been allowed to grow right up against the house. 

The Webbs' decision to save and live in an ancient house was a very brave one. 

Architectural conservation, which nowadays we take for granted, was rather 

unusual immediately after the War. A photograph of 1920 from the family album 

reveals just how much work must have gone on in the intervening year. 

Everything appears to be in perfect condition and the top lawn has been laid out 

with its flower beds planted and growing well. Along with Porch and Amherst 

Houses, Sackville belonged to Frederick Janson Hanbury of Brockhurst, Joan 

Webb's father. 

 

Mr Hanbury was Vice-Chairman of the pharmaceutical company, Allen and 

Hanburys, which had been founded at an apothecary's shop in The Old Plough 

Court off Lombard Street, in 1715. The company, which was taken over by 

Glaxo in 1959, used to manufacture surgical instruments, operating tables, 

orthopaedic beds, cod liver oil, herbal remedies, and the famous Allenbury's 

redcurrant pastilles. Latterly it had factories and pharmacies all over the world. 

 

Brockhurst, Mr Hanbury's country home, lay on the Eastbourne road between 

East Grinstead and Forest Row and had a famous rock garden. (It was sold in the 

early 1950's and has now been split up into a number of houses.)  Mr Hanbury 

was a prominent member of the Royal Horticultural Society and he employed 43 

gardeners there. Entomology and botany were his favourite subjects and he spent 

his holidays collecting examples. He accumulated material for the Flora of Kent 

and whilst working on this met Charles Darwin, who was living at Downe. The 

Hanbury family spent much time at La Mortola, a villa with a marvellous garden 

on the Italian Riviera, belonging to Mr Hanbury's  cousin, Sir Thomas Hanbury. 
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It is probable that the garden at Sackville House was laid out with the help of 

gardeners from Brockhurst but to the plan of the Webbs, perhaps with the help of 

Mr Hanbury.  

 

Two particularly unusual specimens which caught the eye of our gardener are the 

Persian ironwood tree, Parrotta persica, and the calico bush, Kalmia latiflora, both 

just below the bottom terrace, to the right and left of the yew arch respectively. 

The love of plants passed through the generations and Father Damian's 

(Anthony's) obituary, reprinted at the back, mentions the pleasure he obtained 

from ‘a tiny greenhouse in which he grew the rarest of orchids’, moreover he 

took his degree at Oxford in botany. 

 

On 10th May, 1906, Joan Hanbury married Geoffrey Webb, a stained glass artist 

from another talented and prestigious family. His uncle was Aston Webb, just 

embarking on a series of commissions of national importance: the main facade of 

the Victoria & Albert Museum, 1909; Admiralty Arch, 1910; and the east facade 

of Buckingham Palace, 1913. In his obituary, H.S. Goodhart-Rendel wrote, ‘the 

planning of his buildings is simple and direct, and their ornamental character is 

what in their day was considered appropriate.’ Undoubtedly, their style was very 

different from those of another architect member of the family, Philip Webb, 

responsible for Standen, just outside East Grinstead.  

 

Aston Webb's younger brother, Edward, was Geoffrey's father. He was a Fellow 

of the Society of the Antiquaries and compiled a history of the church of St. 

Bartholomew the Great at Smithfield. Geoffrey was educated at Rugby and 

Westminster Art School from where he joined the studio of Kempe and after a 

short partnership with Herbert Bryans, set up on his own. One of the advantages 

of living at Sackville House was that he could use the spacious North facing attic 

as his studio. Geoffrey Webb's obituary reprinted from the Journal of the British 

Society of Master Glass-Painters, also at the back of these notes, deals with his 

professional life and the key to his work seems to be the lines: 
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No artist more firmly grasped than did Geoffrey Webb the principle that the 
first  function of a window is to admit light, and where Kempe's rich 
windows often seriously darken an interior, Webb's glass brought gaiety of 
colour and richness of theme with no more than a softening of the light 
which still flooded through them into the buildings. 

 
The two roundels in the chapel at Sackville House, were made by him. The 

marriage between Geoffrey Webb and Joan Hanbury, was the union of two 

artistic people, for Joan  herself had attended The Slade School of Art. 

 

When they moved into Sackville House, the Webbs had Ursula, aged five, 

Anthony aged two and Brendan, born two months before. Two years later, 

Michael was born.  

 

Michael had a heart problem and died tragically young, aged eight. The family 

photograph album, beautifully captioned in white ink, shows family holidays in 

English resorts like Bembridge and Sheringham and then in September and 

October, 1926 there are pictures of the pilgrimage undertaken to Assisi and 

Rome. 

 

By this time both Geoffrey and Joan Webb had converted to Roman Catholicism. 

They were a particularly devout family and the atmosphere of Sackville House 

with its chapel reflects this. Both Anthony and Brendan became Benedictine 

monks at Ampleforth Abbey in Yorkshire, from where they were appointed parish 

priests in Leeds and Liverpool. Geoffrey Webb died in 1954 but Mrs Webb lived 

until 1978 in Sackville House and in her final years was looked after by her 

daughter, Ursula. Mrs Webb's bedroom was the one where the paintings have 

been discovered. Towards the end of her life, she used what is now the double 

bedroom above the kitchen as her sitting room and it was known as the back 

parlour. The main sitting room with the chapel was always called the parlour. 
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Father Damian Webb, (Anthony) took a great interest in the origins of children's 

games, particularly those reflected in song. For a short while he worked with the 

‘Mouseman’, the woodcarver in Yorkshire and he had  correspondence with 

Heath-Robinson. Father Benedict Webb, (Brendan) trained as a doctor at St. 

Bartholomew's Hospital and during the War was a chaplain and doctor aboard 

ship. Until recently he has been a parish priest in Grassendale, a particularly 

demanding area of Liverpool. He is soon to be sub-Prior at Ampleforth.  

 

Ursula Webb contracted Crohn’s disease at a young age when it was still 

regarded as terminal. However, sustained by the family's faith, she survived. 

Later in her life, she worked as an auxiliary nurse at the Queen Victoria Hospital 

at East Grinstead, with Sir Benjamin Ryland, the great eye specialist. Ursula 

married Edward Walter Honess in 1982, four years after the death of her mother. 

Her bedroom was the one above the waggon way and Ted's was the room which 

is now the new bathroom and landing above the back hall. Like all her family, 

Ursula had a delightful sense of humour; and was a very capable person who 

loved her garden, growing vegetables and fruit at the bottom. 

 

Her love of the portland at Sackville House and the view of Ashdown Forest from 

her bedroom inspired her to fight hard on behalf of the local protection society 

against development of the last portlands. As a young girl, she had riden her 

horse from the back garden to the Forest without having to go on any roads  

 

In his first letter to the Landmark Trust, Father Benedict Webb ended saying 

‘Nothing would give our family more happiness than to know that the future of 

Sackville House is assured as a residence and with its beautiful garden intact.’ 

Mrs Honess died in 1995 and in a gesture of great magnanimity, she left 

Sackville House to the Landmark Trust in her will. Our use will ensure that her 

own wish, as expressed by her younger brother, will always be respected. 
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Windows by Geoffrey Webb in St Mary’s Church, East Grinstead 
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Work by Geoffrey Webb iin East Grinstead1 

The North or Hastie Memorial Doors 

As well as designing some windows with his recognisable trademark spider’s web 

in one corner at St Mary’s Church, Geoffrey Webb was also involved  in the 

design of the North Doors in nearby St Swithun’s church. These are from the 

workshop of Robert Thompson of Kilburn, in Yorkshire, and bear two of his trade 

mark carved mice, running in opposite directions, on the lower part of the door. 

 

The Vicar at the time of the installation of the north doors was The Rev’d Golding 

Golding-Bird. It seems the church doors were in need of attention: Golding Bird’s 

predecessor, the Revd. E. L. Macassey, wrote in 1925:  

Such of the Church Doors as are oak have been treated with oil and we 
believe that it has resulted in their great improvement. We have hopes that 
other doors - at present unworthy of theParish Church - will soon give place 
to oak substitutes.   

 
At Easter 1926, the Rev’d Golding Golding Bird wrote:  

 
We are glad to announce that Miss H.A. Hastie and Mrs Hastie and family 
are giving a memorial to the Parish Church in memory of Mr Arthur Hastie 
who died in 1901 and of his son, Mr Arthur Hepburn Hastie, who died in 
1925. The memorial will take the form of an oak door for the north entrance 
of the Church. This will supply a long felt want and we very much 
appreciate the kindness of the donors, which will perpetuate a name so long 
connected with the parish and so respected.  

 

In December1926, the Parish Magazine reported:  

The new North Doors are the much appreciated gift of Mrs & Mr Hastie and 
form a memorial to the late Mr Arthur Hastie, and to the late Mr Arthur 
Hepburn Hastie. They were dedicated on Sunday, November 21. They are 
from the hand of a craftsman in hand carving, Mr Robert Thompson of 
Kilburn, in Yorkshire, whose work is of more than usual interest, because at 
the present day his methods are unique. Mr Thompson buys all his own 
English oak within twenty miles of his own Yorkshire village, and will accept 
no oak under three hundred years old, by which time an oak tree is 
considered to have reached maturity. The oak used in these doors was 
stored and seasoned in his own sheds for ten years before it was used; and 
when once it was sawn, no machinery of any kind was used in its 

 
1 From reasearch done by Caroline Metcalfe, 2017. 
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construction and carving. In fact, Mr Thompson goes so far as to exclude 
the use of the plane altogether: all the surfaces of the panels, both back and 
front, are shaped with the adze, an old English tool like a large hoe. The 
result is that a surface of irregularity and movement is obtained, giving that 
delightful sense of variety to be found in woodwork up to the sixteenth 
century, and avoiding the monotony of the hard plain surface characteristic 
of modern work.  
 
On the outside surface, facing North, it is worth noticing that all the 
ornaments which terminate the cusps at the head of all six lights are quite 
different, no pair being repeated. At the base of the door, along the bottom 
moulding, are carved two little casual mice, doing nothing in particular, 
except to prevent all sense of the conventional and the machine-made, 
which characterises so much modern ecclesiastical work. These mice are 
the signature used on all his work by Mr Thompson. 
 
The inside of the door has a stout framing with one very wide rail just below 
the spring, to take the memorial inscription. The letters are carved in relief 
and the wording is:   
 
To the Glory of God and to the memory of Arthur Hastie 1815-1901, and of 
his son Arthur Hepburn Hastie 1855-1925. 
 
The design, which is by Mr Geoffrey Webb, had to contend with a badly 
proportioned arch formed by the stone head of the doorway: this difficulty 
was overcome by using a framing to the door, which creates a curve for the 
door itself different to that made by the stonework. 

 

Staff at the Robert Thompson workshop in Kilburn have confirmed that the mice 

are early versions of the symbol and probably made by Robert Thompson himself. 

The firm have drawings from which the St Swithun’s doors were made. The 

doors cost £93. 
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Major works at Sackville House in 2021-22 

 

When the COVID-19 global pandemic hit Britain in 2020, the Department of 

Culture, Media and Sport initiated a Cultural Recovery Fund, in support of the 

ongoing employment of the heritage sector during those difficult months. 

Landmark was fortunate to be the recipient of a major grant from the fund, which 

enabled us to press on with several, already planned major maintenance 

programmes while our buildings were enforcedly closed, leaving with our usual 

and holiday letting income. One of these programmes was the re-roofing of 

Sackville House. 

 

Sackville House is part-roofed in Horsham Stone. Once plentiful, Horsham Stone 

is no longer available and there is no close geological alternative. Here, the roof 

already contained areas of red clay tiles as earlier repairs, meaning that it was 

very unevenly loaded. We had been keeping a close eye on the roof for some 

time, and scaffolding was already in place early in 2020 ready for work to begin. 

Once the pandemic hit, all works were halted, and did not re-start until January 

2021. Once fully scaffolded with a shelter roof above the chimneys, the roof tiles 

could be stripped. From the ground it was clear that the Horsham Stone had at 

some point had mortar applied to it, which we knew would make salvaging the 

stone tiles even harder. When applying for Listed Building Consent, we therefore 

gave best- and worst-case scenarios. Best case would be that we could re-use 

most if not all of the Horsham Stone to cover the majority of the roof slopes. 

Worst case was that we could only cover the North (front) range in stone tiles, 

with the rest covered in red clay tiled. This approach is supported by the Society 

for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) when original material is short.   

 

As the Horsham Stone tiles were removed, we were relieved to find that we were 

going to be able to reuse a lot more than we originally feared. By going from 

‘double lap’ to ‘single lap’ we could further stretch the Horsham Stone tiles and 

evenly reload the roof.   
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Tile lapping  
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The timber roof structure was also in a better condition than we expected with 

only minimal repairs to some of the rafters. We have now fully insulated the roof 

with sheep’s wool to improve thermal performance, plus new felt and battens..  

However, another problem very rapidly became apparent. Our light touch 

approach to the refurbishment of this bequeathed building in the 1990s had 

resulted in a serious lack of rainwater goods. With the roof slopes stripped, we 

discovered extensive timber decay in the windows and the timber frame, from the 

water that had poured off these large roof slopes. We removed all the existing 

gutters and downpipes and started again. Our architect has now planned the 

rainwater goods to ensure that each roof slope, including the dormers, have 

gutters that can take the predicted water capacity, and downpipes that 

discharged directly into drainage. All the new rainwater goods are cast iron and 

have been decorated to match the windows.  

Sackville House has two large chimneys and two smaller chimneys. The large and 

smaller chimney on the north range required only limited repointing, a few 

replacement bricks and new red clay chimney pots. The two chimneys on the 

south range required partial rebuilding, as the mortar had disintegrated and many 

of the bricks faces had blown. Both these chimneys were given new red clay 

chimney pots.  

As the stone tiles were removed from the roof, it beacme apparent that the 

dormers on the north range especially were incredibly fragile and that the main 

structure of the window frames were rotten. We expected to lose at least one 

dormer to the inevitable vibrations caused during the building works. Thankfully, 

all dormers remained in place. We rebuilt six out of the eight with new dormer 

rafters and supports for the cheeks, which we insulated with sheep’s wool. 

These six dormers were recovered in Keymer red clay tiles as used on the main 

roof. The two remaining dormers have been recovered in lead, since the angle on 

the roof slopes was too acute to relay tiles. One dormer in particular was found 

to be 70% rotted so we had to ensure it was properly weather proofed. 
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We found we had underestimated the extent of the works needed to the timber 

frame, and these soon becamce a significant component of the programme. As 

the massive weight of the roof was removed, it became clear that the frame 

needed further investigation and a team of carpenters was brought to site, 

initially a team of team of three who started to remove the rotted parts of the 

frame. It soon became apparent that the repairs needed to the frame were so 

extensive that they would impact the programme, to an extent unknown until we 

had discovered all the repairs that would be needed.  

When inspecting the rest of the building, a good proportion of the plaster infill 

panels were noted to have shrunk quite significantly away from the timber 

structure. As the works to the roof began and some panels became loose or 

cracked, these had to be removed these for safety reasons. It soon became clear 

that a great number of the panels were ad hoc repairs of relatively modern 

construction, of gypsum plaster and several also with a bitumen waterproofing 

membrane and a metal expanded lath which had rusted. We replaced these 

panels with a mineralised wood fibre board and then lime plastered over this, 

more natural materials more sympathetic to the rest of the structure.  

Reconstructing a dormer. 
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  The structural beam on the south side of the cross passage into the courtyard 
had rotted at both ends. When the infill panels were removed, we found that 

the wall above was formed of large cast concrete blocks. 
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We found one major structural failure that required all work in that area of the 

building to stop. This was the structural beam on the south side of the cross 

passage into the courtyard, which had rotted at both ends. Indeed, it was unclear 

how the structure was being supported at all. To make matters worse, when the 

infill panels were removed, we found that the structure of the wall above was 

large cast concrete blocks. All this had to be repaired and rebuilt in more 

traditional materials.  

Inside, when we removed netting and insulation in the basement under the sitting 

room, the timber floor structure was found to be in very poor condition with 

extensive rot. The timber affected was removed and replaced with treated timber 

to re-support the sitting room floor. We also carried out some floor repairs in the 

sitting room where the rot had also begun to affect the floorboards.  

Before the works began, there was already some noticeable cracking in the 

internal plaster work on the first floor and in the attic space. As the works 

progressed some of these cracks became larger and in several areas the plaster 

detached completely. This was expected and we had incorporated replastering in 

lime into the project works. Once the lime plaster had gone off, the whole of the 

interior was redecorated.   

Sackville House’s re-roofing had turned into a major refurbishment over two years 

(in part thanks to Covid), with complete overhaul of the entire timber frame. It 

was an object lesson in the importance of ensuring that everything is put in good 

order at the point at which Landmark takes a building on, even one bequeathed to 

us, and of the perils that can lurk beneath if rainwater goods are inadequate.  

Sackville House re-opened to Landmarkers on 18th March 2022. While the works 

took much longer than we anticipated, we can now feel confident that Sackville 

House is fully sound and in good heart again.  

Caroline Stanford/Olivia Mayell, Landmark Surveyor 
 
March 2022 
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Historians of vernacualr architecture love to debate the evidence. Here are some 
alternative interpretations of Sackville House.  
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